Benefits Package for Chartered Constituent Networks

**REOCURRING BENEFITS**

1. One complimentary use of the Taylor Conference Room on an annual basis (upon availability; must coordinate at least one month in advance)

2. A 30 percent discount annually on a room rental in the Clayton W. Williams, Jr. Alumni Center (Effective January 1, 2012, discount applied to one room rental once a year)

3. Two hours FREE use of The Association’s graphics department, annually - Fee’s following two hours use: ¼ hr. rate @ $12.50 ($50 per hour) - The Association will bill per quarter-hour increment

4. All Constituent Networks contact information listed in the *Texas Aggie* magazine once a year in the November issue

5. Custom Half-Page House Ad printed in *Texas Aggie* magazine once per each Constituent Network rotation (estimated to print once every 14 months)

6. To provide visibility for relevant articles and pictures of events in the *Texas Aggie* magazine and AggieNews (The Association’s monthly electronic newsletter), along with recognition of any major gifts, accomplishments, or awarded scholarships

7. Ability to obtain discounted mailing labels for current list of former students based upon Constituent Network criteria (subject to modification depending upon information availability) (Once per year and excludes email addresses)

8. Two (2) emails sent to network constituents per year – must be approved at least two weeks in advance. Date of send must be mutually agreed upon. Email can be utilized to market Constituent Network event or membership efforts but cannot be used for fundraising

**GENERAL BENEFITS**

9. Constituent Network landing page hosted on The Association website (AggieNetwork.com), as well as hyperlink to official website (ex. www.aggierealestatenetwork.com)

10. Complimentary Web hosting on The Association server including optional Aggie-themed CMS website (Drupal)

11. Chartered Constituent Networks receive reduced building rates should you want to have an additional event or meeting at the Clayton W. Williams Jr. Alumni Center

12. The Constituent Network President is a voting member of The Association of Former Students Leadership Council and is encouraged to attend (with officers) the bi-annual Leadership Council meetings in College Station, Texas, as well as the Summer Leadership Workshop in June.

13. All rights and privileges to TAMU Copyrighted and trademarked logos, graphics and material, all of which we can provide to you in high resolution format (must meet and comply with Texas A&M University brand guidelines)

14. Support for programs including the Club and Constituent Network Speakers Bureau, limited promotional supplies, etc.

15. Coverage under The Association of Former Students' liability insurance policy

16. Annual Reunions are encouraged and can be held in conjunction with AFS game-day activities or All Aggie Hullabaloo at no charge. Includes some assistance with coordination

17. “SuperUser” access for Constituent Network President and Communications liaison (2 user maximum)